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a b s t r a c t
Most wave energy devices are subject to finite constraints on both the power take-off (PTO) stroke length
and the maximum force that the PTO can tolerate. It is also often the case that greater stroke lengths
can reduce the maximum force in the PTO and vice versa. Ultimately, some informed choice of PTO
constraints must be made in order to ensure that PTO constraints are not violated and that the trade-off
between position and force constraints is made in such as way that maximum energy is captured by the
converter. This paper presents a tool to allow device developers to check the satisfaction of constraints
for a given hydrodynamic model and set of sea conditions and, where constraints are not satisfied, shows
how to relax the constraints to maximize energy capture. The tool is algebraic, requiring no simulation
and the results are presented through intuitive geometrical constructs. Sample application results are
presented for single- and two-body wave energy systems.
& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Wave energy conversion technology is at a relatively early stage of
maturity, with few commercial devices in the water. However, even
at this stage, it is largely accepted that most devices will have two
modes of operation. The ‘normal’ mode of operation is that where
power is converted from the waves into a useable form (water
pressure, electricity, etc.) and a further ‘survivability’ mode, which
the device will need to enter when the wave excitation forces
become too great for the constraints of the normal mode to bear.
How each device survives is not the focus of this paper and, indeed,
there have been a number of methods proposed, many of which are
particular to specific device types. Rather, we concern ourselves with
the interplay between the wave excitation force and the physical
constraints of the wave energy device, namely the force and position
constraints and will assume that, where system constraints cannot
be observed, the wave energy device must enter survival mode. We
note that there may also be velocity constraints related to limitations
of rate of movement of various system components. While velocity
constraints can also be included in our formulation, we focus on the
main constraints of force and position, for brevity.
The suggested interplay between the force and position (ampli-
tude) constraints, and the wave excitation force, is illustrated by
Fig. 1. A situation which satisfies the constraints for a given wave
excitation force, Fe, is indicated by an intersection of the force and
position sets. In general, larger position and force constraints are
indicated by circles of greater radii, while larger excitation forces
are represented by a greater distance between circle centers.
Ideally, we would like to identify the functions f 1ðÞ, f 2ðÞ and f 3ðÞ
so that the construct in Fig. 1 can be generated for a specific wave
energy device. In addition, it would be beneficial if some indica-
tion of the energy landscape could be provided so that, where
constraints are not immediately satisfied, some guidance is avail-
able to allow captured energy to be maximized by virtue of a
constraint relaxation.
The feasibility problem, as identified in the preceding para-
graph, has, to date, not been addressed. A number of researchers
address the issue of position constraints and design a controller
which actuates PTO force in order to satisfy constraints, usually
focussing position constraints alone. However, such studies pre-
suppose a particular control design method. For example, ampli-
tude constraints, based on a frequency-domain approach, are
addressed in Evans (1981), Pizer (1993), and Falnes (2000), while
a number of authors have utilized the model predictive control
(MPC) framework to maximise energy capture subject to con-
straints; for example Cretel et al. (2011). The work reported in
Hals et al. (2011) is interesting in that it uses MPC to solve for the
optimal velocity profile of the wave energy device, subject to
amplitude constraints, while then examining the PTO force
required to achieve this velocity profile, where the PTO force is
also subject to constraints.
Our development is based on the discretization of the equa-
tions of motion of the wave energy converters (WECs) by means of
the approximation of the forces and of the velocities with a linear
combination of basis functions. A special case is considered, in
which truncated Fourier series are used for the approximation.
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This case is particularly interesting because the results are in
harmony with the frequency domain theory of wave energy
conversion, as in Falnes (2002). The discretization was initially
motivated by the study of an optimal controller for the maximiza-
tion of the energy converted by the device, subject to constraints.
For brevity, only the theoretical details crucial to the development
of the constraint framework are described here. The full details of
the underlying control framework are given in Bacelli et al. (2011).
While it is (theoretically) possible to determine the satisfaction of
system constraints for a given wave climate via extensive simulation,
such an approach would be both time consuming and may not
capture the complete set of circumstances. In contrast, the constraint
analysis tool developed in this paper is analytical, requiring a
hydrodynamic model of the wave energy device of interest together
with a specification of the force and position constraints and the
excitation force in order to give an immediate conclusion regarding
the satisfaction of the constraints. Furthermore, the graphical nature
of the answer provides some insight into the interplay between cf, cp
and Fe, placed against the background of absorbed energy and
therefore provides the basis for a design tool.
In the paper we present the theoretical development for a multi
(two)-body device, where single body analysis can be achieved as a
special case. The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 presents the
mathematical model of a two-body self-reacting point absorber and
the discretization performed by means of the Galerkin method. The
force and oscillation amplitude constraints are defined in Section 3;
the procedure for approximating the constraints by means of the
2-norm is also presented, in conjunction with the geometrical
interpretation of the approximated constraints. In Section 4, the
case of a single-body point absorber is considered as a special case
of the two-body device, while sample results for both single-body
and two-body WECs are described in Section 5.
2. Self-reacting point absorber model
The general form of device considered is a two-body self-re-
acting point absorber restricted to heave motion only, as depicted in
Fig. 2, and described by the frequency domain model (Falnes, 1999)
iωmA þ BA þ S
A
iω
 !
VA ¼ FAe þ FAr −Fpto
iωmB þ BB þ S
B
iω
 !
VB ¼ FBe þ FBr þ Fpto
8>>><
>>>:
ð1Þ
where VA and VB are the vertical velocities of body A and body B,
respectively. The radiation force Fr is
FAr
FBr
" #
¼−Z V
A
VB
" #
with Z ¼ Z
AA ZAB
ZBA ZBB
" #
where Z ¼ ZðωÞ is the radiation impedance matrix.
Fe
B and FeB denote the excitation forces, mA and mB are the
masses, SA and SB the hydrodynamic stiffness coefficients, and BA
and BB are damping coefficients used to model linear losses due to
viscous effects and frictions of mechanical components. The damp-
ing and stiffness coefficients can also embed the terms describing
the linear model for mooring loads; for example, considering body
A, this can be done by redefining both SA and BA as SA ¼ SAM þ SAH and
BA ¼ BAM þ BAH , where the subscript M denotes terms due to the
mooring loads and the subscript H refer to the hydrostatic (SAH),
viscous and other linear mechanical dissipative effects (BAH). The PTO
applies a force Fpto on both bodies with the same magnitude
and opposite direction. The time domain formulation of the model
in (1) is
mA _vAðtÞ þ BAvAðtÞ þ SAuAðtÞ−f Ar ðtÞ ¼ f Ae ðtÞ−f ptoðtÞ
mB _vBðtÞ þ BBvBðtÞ þ SBuBðtÞ−f Br ðtÞ ¼ f Be ðtÞ þ f ptoðtÞ
8<
: ð2Þ
where uAðtÞ and uBðtÞ are the vertical positions of the two bodies,
and _vAðtÞ and _vBðtÞ their vertical accelerations. The forces and
velocities, denoted with lowercase letters in (2), are the inverse
Fourier transform of the corresponding uppercase variables in (1).
The radiation forces are
f Ar ðtÞ ¼−mAA∞ _vAðtÞ−kAAðtÞnvAðtÞ−mAB∞ _vBðtÞ−kABðtÞnvBðtÞ
f Br ðtÞ ¼−mBB∞ _vBðtÞ−kBBðtÞnvBðtÞ−mBA∞ _vAðtÞ−kBAðtÞnvAðtÞ
where the symbol n denotes the convolution operator and the
parametersmij∞ and k
ijðtÞ, with i; j∈fA;Bg, are related to the elements
of the radiation impedance matrix Z through the expressions
(Ogilvie, 1964)
mijðωÞ ¼ ImfZijðωÞg ¼mij∞−
1
ω
Z ∞
0
kijðtÞ sinðωtÞ dt;
RijðωÞ ¼ RefZijðωÞg ¼
Z ∞
0
kijðtÞ cosðωtÞ dt;
Fig. 1. Illustration of the interplay between excitation force, Fe, position constraint,
cp and force constraint, cf.
Fig. 2. Self-reacting point absorber.
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mij∞ ¼ limω-∞ImfZ
ijðωÞg: ð3Þ
The energy absorbed in the interval ½0; T , neglecting losses,
corresponds to the work performed by the PTO, that is
JðTÞ ¼
Z T
0
f ptoðtÞðvAðtÞ−vBðtÞÞ dt: ð4Þ
2.1. Discretization
The PTO force is assumed to be such that f ptoðtÞ∈L2ð½0; TÞ,
where L2ð½0; TÞ is the Hilbert space of square integrable functions
in the interval ½0; T . The velocities and the accelerations are also
assumed to be square integrable, that is viðtÞ∈H1ð½0; T Þ where
H1ð½0; T Þ is the Sobolev space of square integrable functions in
½0; T , the derivatives of which are also square integrable. The PTO
force and the velocities are then approximated as a linear com-
bination of basis functions in a finite dimensional subspace of the
space L2ð½0; T Þ
viðtÞ≈v^iðtÞ ¼ ∑
N
n ¼ 1
xinϕnðtÞ; i∈fA;Bg ð5Þ
f ptoðtÞ≈f^ ptoðtÞ ¼ ∑
NP
n ¼ 1
pnϕ
P
nðtÞ ð6Þ
where fϕ1ðtÞ;…;ϕNðtÞg is a basis for the finite dimensional sub-
space SV⊂H1ð½0; T Þ and fϕP1ðtÞ;…;ϕPNP ðtÞg is a basis for the finite
dimensional subspace SP⊂L2ð½0; T Þ. For any given set of coefficients
describing the PTO force fp1;…; pNP g and excitation forces feA and
fe
B, the components of the velocities are calculated by applying the
Galerkin method (Boyd, 2001)
〈r^AðtÞ;ϕn〉¼ 0
〈r^ BðtÞ;ϕn〉¼ 0
8<
: ∀n¼ 1;…;N ð7Þ
where 〈; 〉 denotes the inner product defined as
〈f ; g〉¼
Z T
0
f ðtÞgðtÞ dt; ð8Þ
and r^ AðtÞ and r^ BðtÞ are the equations of motion (2) in the residual
form, with the velocities and the forces approximated by using
(5) and (6), that is
r^AðtÞ ¼mA _^vAðtÞ þ BAv^AðtÞ þ SAu^AðtÞ−f Ar ðtÞ−f Ae ðtÞ þ f ptoðtÞ
r^ BðtÞ ¼mB _^vBðtÞ þ BBv^BðtÞ þ SBu^BðtÞ−f Br ðtÞ−f Be ðtÞ−f ptoðtÞ
8><
>:
where u^iðtÞ are the approximated vertical positions, which are
obtained by integrating (5). The Galerkin method is a projection
method for the discretization of integral and differential equa-
tions; the solution of (7) is the set of the velocity components xni
that minimizes the difference between the velocities obtained by
solving the original equations of motion (2) and their approxima-
tions (5). In other words, for any given PTO force and excitation
forces, the solution of Eq. (7) provides the best approximation of
the motion of the WEC in terms of the velocity components.
Given the oscillatory nature of the problem, a truncated Fourier
series, also known as a trigonometric polynomial, is an intuitive
choice as the basis for SV and SP. Furthermore, choosing w0¼2 π=T ,
the set of functions fsinðω0TÞ, cosðω0TÞ, …; sinðNω0TÞ, cosðNω0TÞg
form an orthogonal basis for the spaces SV and SP with the inner
product defined in (8). The constant term of the basis is not
considered because it is assumed that all the functions have zero
mean. In practice, it is assumed that the reference frames of the
bodies are chosen such that the origins oscillate around their
mean position with respect to the inertial reference frame.
Using a zero mean truncated Fourier series with N frequency
components for both the velocities and the PTO force, the dimen-
sion of each of the spaces SV and SP is 2N, and the resulting
approximating functions in (5) and (6) become
v^AðtÞ ¼ ∑
N
n ¼ 1
aAn cosðnω0tÞ þ bAn sinðnω0tÞ ð9Þ
v^BðtÞ ¼ ∑
N
n ¼ 1
aBn cosðnω0tÞ þ bBn sinðnω0tÞ ð10Þ
f^ ptoðtÞ ¼ ∑
N
n ¼ 1
aPn cosðnω0tÞ þ bPn sinðnω0tÞ: ð11Þ
For the practical implementation of the method, it is also con-
venient to approximate the excitation forces by a truncated Fourier
series containing N frequency components
f Ae ðtÞ≈f^
A
e ðtÞ ¼ ∑
N
n ¼ 1
eAcn cosðnω0tÞ þ eAsn sinðnω0tÞ ð12Þ
f Be ðtÞ≈f^
B
e ðtÞ ¼ ∑
N
n ¼ 1
eBcn cosðnω0tÞ þ eBsn sinðnω0tÞ: ð13Þ
The mean value of the excitation forces can be considered to be
zero with no loss of generality. In fact, since the excitation force is
calculated by the convolution of the wave elevation with the
excitation force kernel (Falnes, 1999), the wave elevation can be
transformed into a zero mean function by changing the origin of
the reference frame, resulting in a zero mean excitation force.
Substituting Eqs. (9)–(13) into (2), the system of (7) becomes
the linear system (Bacelli et al., 2011)
GAA GAB
GBA GBB
" #
XA
XB
" #
¼ E
A
EB
" #
þ
−I2N
I2N
" #
P ð14Þ
where I2N is the identity matrix of size 2N
XA ¼ ½aA1 ; bA1 ; aA2 ; bA2 ;…; aAN ; bANT ;
XB ¼ ½aB1; bB1; aB2; bB2;…; aBN ; bBNT ;
EA ¼ ½eAc1 ; eAs1 ; eAc2 ; eAs2 ;…; eAcN ; eAsN T ;
EB ¼ ½eBc1 ; eBs1 ; eBc2 ; eBs2 ;…; eBcN ; eBsN T ;
P ¼ ½ap1; b
p
1; a
p
2; b
p
2;…; a
p
N ; b
p
N T ;
Gij ¼
Dij1 M
ij
1 0 ⋯ 0 0
−Mij1 D
ij
1 0 ⋯ 0 0
0 0 ⋱ ⋮ ⋮
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ 0 0
0 0 ⋯ 0 DijN M
ij
N
0 0 ⋯ 0 −MijN D
ij
N
2
66666666664
3
77777777775
; ð15Þ
with i; j¼ fA;Bg, and
Diin ¼ Riiðnω0Þ þ Bi; ð16Þ
Miin ¼ nω0ðmi þmiiðnω0ÞÞ−Si=ðnω0Þ; ð17Þ
Dijn ¼ Rijðnω0Þ for i≠j ð18Þ
Mijn ¼ nω0mijðnω0Þ for i≠j: ð19Þ
The matrix Gij is block diagonal and each block is a 2-by-2
normal matrix of the form
a b
−b a
 
: ð20Þ
This particular structure is due to the orthogonality of the Fourier
series and it allows the study of the existence of the solution of the
G. Bacelli, J.V. Ringwood / Ocean Engineering 65 (2013) 10–1812
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linear system in (14) by studying the singularity of each of the N 4-
by-4 matrices
Gn ¼
DAAn M
AA
n D
AB
n M
AB
n
−MAAn D
AA
n −M
AB
n D
AB
n
DBAn M
BA
n D
BB
n M
BB
n
−MBAn D
BA
n −M
BB
n D
BB
n
2
666664
3
777775: ð21Þ
Each matrix Gn corresponds to a frequency nω0; thus, should the
system in (14) be singular, a possible solution might be to perform
a different frequency discretization by selecting a different funda-
mental frequency ω0.
If the solution of the linear system in (14) exists, the amount of
energy absorbed by the PTO, evaluated by (4), is
JðPÞ ¼ −PTHP þ PT ðQAEA−QBEBÞ ð22Þ
where
H ¼ S−1GBB þ G
AA−1GABS−1GAA þ G
BB−1GBAS−1GBB þ S
−1
GAA ; ð23Þ
QA ¼ S−1GBB þ G
BB−1GBAS−1GBB ; ð24Þ
QB ¼ GAA−1GABS−1GAA þ S
−1
GAA : ð25Þ
SGAA and SGBB are, respectively, the Schur complements of G
AA and
GBB, and are defined as
SGAA ¼ GBB−GBAGAA
−1
GAB ð26Þ
SGBB ¼ GAA−GABGBB
−1
GBA: ð27Þ
It can be verified that the symmetric part of the matrix H (i.e.
ðH þ HT Þ=2) is positive definite; therefore, the quadratic cost function
in (22) is concave and the global maximum of the unconstrained
problem is obtained for
P ¼ ðH þ H′Þ−1ðQAEA−QBEBÞ: ð28Þ
3. Specification and approximation of constraints
The force constraint is defined as
∥f^ pto∥∞≤Fmax; ð29Þ
while the constraint on the relative amplitude is
∥Δu^∥∞≤ΔUmax; ð30Þ
where the infinity norm ∥  ∥∞ is defined in the appendix (Eq. (A.2))
and Δu^ðtÞ ¼ u^AðtÞ−u^BðtÞ, with
u^AðtÞ ¼ uA0 þ ∑
N
j ¼ 1
bAn
nω0
ð1−cosðnω0tÞÞ þ aAn sinðnω0tÞ; ð31Þ
u^BðtÞ ¼ uB0 þ ∑
N
j ¼ 1
bBn
nω0
ð1−cosðnω0tÞÞ þ aBn sinðnω0tÞ: ð32Þ
3.1. Constraint approximation
While the infinity norm describes how the constraints are
actually specified i.e. in terms of absolute limits, the infinity norm
is not the easiest to manipulate mathematically and does not
easily lead to geometric interpretation. The result in the Appendix
allows us rearrange the constraint conditions in terms of the
2-norm, which is more convenient to use.
Using the inequality in (A.4) (see Appendix), it is possible to
find sufficient conditions for the satisfaction of the inequalities
in (29) and (30) in terms of the 2-norm, (A.1)
∥f^ pto∥∞≤
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2N
T
r
∥f^ pto∥2≤Fmax; ð33Þ
∥Δu^∥∞≤
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2N
T
r
∥Δu^∥2≤ΔUmax: ð34Þ
Inequalities (33) and (34) specify the 2-norm scaled by
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2N=T
p
as
an upper bound for the infinity norm.
Sufficient conditions for the violation of at least one of the
constraints, also in terms of the 2-norm, can be obtained using the
inequality in (A.3)
∥f^ pto∥∞≥1=
ffiffiffi
T
p
∥f^ pto∥2≥Fmax ð35Þ
∥Δu^∥∞≥1=
ffiffiffi
T
p
∥Δu^∥2≥ΔUmax: ð36Þ
Therefore, the inequalities of (35) and (36) show that the 2-norm
scaled by 1=
ffiffiffi
T
p
provides a lower bound for the infinity norm.
Therefore, if the 2-norm multiplied by 1=
ffiffiffi
T
p
violates a constraint,
then the infinity norm also violates it.
A conceptual figure, showing the relative magnitudes of scaled
infinity and 2-norms, for a dummy variable Xd, is shown in Fig. 3.
3.2. Constraint calculation
The 2-norm of the force and amplitude constraints are easily
calculated by applying Parseval's theorem, resulting in
∥f^ pto∥
2
2 ¼
T
2
∑
N
n ¼ 1
ððapnÞ2 þ ðbpnÞ2Þ ¼
T
2
PTP; ð37Þ
∥Δu^∥22 ¼
T
2
∑
N
n ¼ 1
1
nω0
ððbAn−bBnÞ2 þ ðaAn−aBnÞ2Þ
¼ T
2
ðXA−XBÞTW2ðXA−XBÞ; ð38Þ
where the amplitude constraint is obtained by setting the initial
relative position Δu^ð0Þ as
Δu^ð0Þ ¼ ∑
N
n ¼ 1
bBn−b
A
N
nω0
to obtain a zero mean valued relative position, and the matrixW is
W ¼
1=ω0 0 ⋯ 0 0
0 1=ω0 ⋯ 0 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮
0 0 ⋯ 1=Nω0 0
0 0 ⋯ 0 1=Nω0
2
6666664
3
7777775
: ð39Þ
Fig. 3. Conceptual illustration of the relationship between infinity and 2-norms.
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Using Eqs. (23)–(25), the 2-norm of the amplitude constraint in
Eq. (38) becomes a function of the vector P
∥Δu^∥22 ¼
T
2
ðPTHTW2HP−2QTW2HP þ QTW2Q Þ: ð40Þ
Substituting Eqs. (37) and (40) into inequalities (33) and (34),
the sufficient conditions for satisfaction of the constraints are
PTP≤
1
N
F2max; ð41Þ
and
PTHTW2HP−2QTW2HP þ QTW2Q≤ 1
N
ΔU2max; ð42Þ
while the sufficient conditions for violation of the constraints are
PTP≥2F2max ð43Þ
and
PTHTW2HP−2QTW2HP þ QTW2Q≥2ΔU2max: ð44Þ
Inequalities (41)–(44) describe the constraints as a function of the
PTO force only, in terms of the vector P, for given excitations EA
and EB, contained in the vector Q.
3.3. Geometrical interpretation
Defining the sets
Sf ðRf Þ ¼ fP : PTP≤Rf g ð45Þ
and
SuðRuÞ ¼ fP : PTHTW2HP−2QTW2HP þ QTW2Q≤Rug ð46Þ
a sufficient condition for the satisfaction of both the force and the
amplitude constraints described by the (29) and (30) is
Sf
1
N
F2max
 
∩Su
1
N
ΔU2max
 
≠∅; ð47Þ
that is, if the (2-norm) lower bounds on the force and amplitude
constraints intersect, there is a feasible solution for force and
amplitude within the constraints. Clearly, from Fig. 3, the condi-
tion in (47) is slightly conservative, since the sets corresponding to
the infinity norms may intersect, even if those corresponding to
the 2-norms do not.
From the upper bound on the infinity norm (Fig. 3) we can also
specify a sufficient condition for the violation of at least one of the
constraints in (29) or (30) as
Sf ð2F2maxÞ∩Suð2ΔU2maxÞ ¼∅: ð48Þ
The force constraint defined by the set Sf ðRf Þ can be interpreted as
the region of the 2N-dimensional space SP enclosed by the hyper-
sphere centered at the origin and of radius
ffiffiffiffiffi
Rf
p
. The amplitude
constraint SuðRuÞ is the region of the space enclosed by the
hyperellipsoid with axes parallel to the elements of the basis of
SP, because the matrix HTW2H is diagonal and with all positive
elements. The center Pc of the hyperellipsoid is
Pc ¼H−1Q ¼H−1ðQAEA−QBEBÞ; ð49Þ
while the radii ri are given by
ri ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
Ru
λi
s
; ð50Þ
where λi are the eigenvalues of H
TW2H, that is the diagonal
elements.
Eq. (47) states that if the intersection between the hypersphere
describing the force constraint and the hyperellipsoid describing
the amplitude constraint is not the empty set, then, for the given
excitation forces, the device is able to satisfy both the amplitude
and the force constraints. Conversely, Eq. (48) states that if the
intersection between the two sets is the empty set, then at least
one constraint will be violated.
4. Special case of single body
A single body heaving buoy is now considered as a special case
of the self-reacting point absorber described in Section 2, given by
the frequency domain model
ðiωmþ Bþ ZðωÞ þ S=iωÞV ¼ Fe−Fpto: ð51Þ
The corresponding time domain model is
ðmþm∞Þ _vðtÞ þ kðtÞnvðtÞ þ BvðtÞ þ SuðtÞ ¼ f eðtÞ−f ptoðtÞ; ð52Þ
and the energy absorbed by the PTO, neglecting losses, is
JðTÞ ¼
Z T
0
f ptoðtÞvðtÞ dt: ð53Þ
The energy maximization problem is then discretized by follow-
ing the same steps performed for the case of a self-reacting device
(Section 2.1). That is, the excitation force, the velocity and the PTO
force are approximated using truncated Fourier series as in Eqs. (9),
(11) and (12); the best approximation is then obtained by applying
the Galerkin method for the minimization of the residual r^ðtÞ,
which consists in solving
〈r^ðtÞ;ϕn〉¼ 0 ∀n¼ 1;…N; ð54Þ
and results in the linear system
GX ¼ E−P: ð55Þ
The matrix G is block diagonal with 2-by-2 blocks of the form of
Eq. (20); the elements on the main diagonal are the real parts of the
mechanical impedance at the N frequencies nω0, as defined in
Eqs. (16)–(19). If the matrix G is invertible, the converted energy is
JðPÞ ¼ PTX ¼ −PTG−1P þ PTG−1E ð56Þ
where the symmetric part of the matrix G−1 is positive definite,
because the elements on its main diagonal (linear damping plus
radiation resistance) are positive. As a consequence, the quadratic
function J(P) is concave and the PTO force P that maximizes J(P)
in (56) is
P ¼ ðG−T þ G−1Þ−1G−1E: ð57Þ
The 2-norm of the force constraint is defined as in (37), while
the 2-norm of the amplitude constraint becomes
∥u^∥22 ¼
T
2
ðPTG−TW2G−1P−2ETG−TW2G−1P þ ETG−TW2G−1EÞ: ð58Þ
Defining the set
S′uðRuÞ ¼ fP : PTG−TW2G−1P−2ETG−TW2G−1P
þETG−TW2G−1E≤Rug; ð59Þ
where the set S′uðRuÞ describes the region of the space SP enclosed
by a hyperellipsoid centered at Pc¼E; the principal axes are parallel
to the elements of the basis because the matrix G−TW2G−1 is
diagonal and the radii are
r′i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
Ru
λ′i
s
; ð60Þ
where λ′i are the eigenvalues of G−TW2G−1.
The case for N¼1 (i.e. 2-dimensions, P1 and P2) is shown in
Fig. 4; the matrix G−1 is of the form in Eq. (20), thus G−TW2G−1 is
diagonal with two coincident eigenvalues λ′, and the set S′uðU2maxÞ
is a disc centered at Pc¼E with radius r′¼Umax=
ffiffiffiffi
λ′
p
. Considering
that the intersection between two disks is non-empty if the sum of
the radii is larger that the distance between the centers, it follows
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that the sufficient condition in Eq. (47) can be simplified to
Fmax þ Umaxffiffiffiffi
λ′
p ≥∥E∥2: ð61Þ
Fig. 4 has a useful physical interpretation in that the larger bounds
on amplitude and force result in larger disks for S′uðRuÞ and Sf ðRf Þ
respectively, with larger constraints increasing the likelihood of
an intersection between S′uðRuÞ and Sf ðRf Þ. The other important
variable affecting intersection is the distance between the disk
centers which, for the one-body case, is simply the excitation force
experienced by the body. Therefore, for more violent sea states,
there is a lower likelihood of simultaneously satisfying position
and amplitude constraints, as expected.
Eq. (48), for N¼1, can also be simplified to
ffiffiffi
2
p
Fmax þ
Umaxffiffiffiffi
λ′
p
 
≤∥E∥2: ð62Þ
The geometrical construct in Fig. 4 is now of the form of
the originally desired specification, shown in Fig. 1, where we can
identify the functions f 1ðÞ, f 2ðÞ and f 3ðÞ. A broad conclusion, from
Fig. 4, is that if the circle centered at Pc contains the origin, no PTO
force is required to limit the motion in order to satisfy the
amplitude constraint i.e. the wave excitation force can always be
contained within the amplitude range of the device.
5. Sample results
Initially, in Section 5.1, we will take a single body device and
perform a constraint analysis for a monochromatic sea. This will
allow us to develop some insight into the use of the geometrical
tool and to consider it from a design perspective. While mono-
chromatic analysis might seem restrictive, appropriate choice of
the frequency, such as the resonant frequency of the device, or
the peak energy frequency of the incident sea, could be sufficient
to determine the peak loading condition. However, a polychro-
matic approach, for the single body case, is also considered in
Section 5.1.2. Finally, we show results for a multi-body device with
a polychromatic sea spectrum, in Section 5.2. In all the cases
considered, the hydrodynamic parameters were calculated using
the WAMIT software from MIT.
5.1. Single body
Here, we consider a vertical cylinder with diameter 10 m, draft
25 m and mass of 4:9 105 kg. The incident sea is of 3 m amplitude,
with a wave period of 11.4 s. PTO amplitude and force constraints
are set at 3 m and 200 kN respectively. The body has a resonant
frequency of 0.63 rads/s ð≡9:93 sÞ.
5.1.1. Single frequency analysis
Fig. 5 shows the situation, with respect to the sufficient condi-
tions for satisfaction of the constraints in (61), for a frequency of
0.7 rads/s (corresponding to a period of 9 s). Clearly, there is an
intersection between the circles corresponding to the amplitude
and force constraints, and the optimal PTO force (for this con-
strained situation) is expressed by Pconstr . Fig. 5 also displays the
optimal unconstrained PTO force, P , and the contours correspond-
ing to lines of constant energy. Therefore, it can be seen that, should
we wish to relax one or other constraint in order to increase
captured power, increasing the force constraint would cause the
Pconstr point to move across the energy contours towards P , while
increasing the amplitude constraint yields very little extra energy.
5.1.2. Multiple frequency analysis
While the analysis at a single frequency of Section 5.1.1 has some
useful design features, real seas contain multiple frequency compo-
nents and designers need to ensure that physical constraints are
satisfied for all active frequencies. In Fig. 6, we consider the same
heaving cylinder in a sea state corresponding to a Bretschneider
wave spectrum with parameters Hmo ¼ 6:5 m and Tp ¼ 10 s. In
essence, the plane of Fig. 5 is extended to 3 dimensions, with the
addition of a frequency axis.
0However, this increase in dimension of the figure brings a
corresponding reduction in the clarity of interpretation but we can
effectively project the figure information onto a 2 dimensional plane.
Fig. 7 shows this projection, which essentially utilises Eqs. (61)
and (62) for the frequency range of interest i.e. ∥E∥2=ðFmax þ
Umax=
ffiffiffiffi
λ′
p
Þ is plotted with respect to both 1 and
ffiffiffi
2
p
. The shaded area
of Fig. 7 is an area in which constraints are not guaranteed to be
satisfied, but are also not guaranteed to be violated; in essence, the
true infinity norms corresponding to Δu^ and f^ pto lie somewhere in the
shaded region.
Fig. 4. Example for one-body device, with N¼1. The axes P1 and P2 are the
components of the vector P describing the PTO force, that is P ¼ ½P1 P2T .
Fig. 5. Single body device in a monochromatic sea.
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For this polychromatic case, we examine two sets of con-
straints:
1. ΔUmax ¼ 2 m, Fmax ¼ 450 kN
2. ΔUmax ¼ 4 m, Fmax ¼ 700 kN
From Fig. 7, case (a) above clearly violates the constraints, while
case (b) clearly (conservatively) satisfies the constraints. Further,
detailed, examination can now proceed by focussing on the single
frequency ωn and using a plot similar to that of Fig. 5, thereby
improving the insight into individual constraint satisfaction and
manipulation, with the energy landscape as a background, available.
5.2. Two-body case
Our two-body example consists of a device as shown in Fig. 2,
with the following dimensions:
 Torus inner diameter of 10 m.
 Torus outer diameter of 20 m.
 Torus draught of 8 m.
 Torus mass of 1:93 106 kg.
 Cylinder diameter of 8 m.
 Cylinder draught of 30 m.
 Cylinder mass of 1:55 106 kg.
The two-body case differs only from the single body case in
that the amplitude and force constraints are relative (between
the two bodies) rather than absolute and, while the general form
of Fig. 1 is followed, f 3ðFeÞ is not simply the distance between
circles (or, in the polyspectral case, cylinders). Fig. 8 shows
the situation for 4 different sets of constraints, where constraint
satisfaction is only guaranteed for ΔUmax ¼ 0:1 m, Fmax ¼ 0:45 kN.
Fig. 6. Single body device with Bretschneider spectrum.
Fig. 7. Single body device with Bretschneider spectrum, using 2D projection.
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Again, a more detailed examination can be obtained by resorting
to the P2iVsP2i−1 plane, with a focus on the peak frequency.
A characteristic difference between Figs. 7 and 8 is that the
bandwith of the two-body system is significantly narrower, reflecting
the significant difference in dynamics for the single- and two-body
cases, for the range of parameters considered. The discretization
effect manifested in Fig. 8, resulting in a slightly non-smooth spectral
shape, is the result of numerical effects in WAMIT, rather than the
frequency points chosen for the Fourier series representation.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have developed a procedure to examine if
physical constraints will be satisfied for a particular wave energy
device, under a particular set of sea conditions. The method does
not require any simulation and does not depend on the control
method used to calculate the PTO force. However, the method
does require hydrodynamic model parameters which are used to
evaluate the matrix G in (14).
The method relies on a discretization of the equation of motion
in frequency, using Fourier series, leading to a system of linear
equations. A consequence of this discretization, for the polychro-
matic case, is the need to examine the constraint satisfaction at each
discrete frequency. However, this examination can be done in a
broad way first and then localized to the key (offending) frequency,
leading to the use of parametric plane described by the couple
P2i; P2i−1 (corresponding to a single frequency) for further investiga-
tion. If desired, the P2i; P2i−1 plane can be employed as a design tool,
showing constraint features, the energy landscape and the location
of the optimum PTO force. The superposition of these features
allows the designer to make informed decisions regarding the value
of relaxing (or, indeed, tightening) the constraints, in relation to
energy capture. In particular, we envisage this tool being used in the
techno-economical optimization of WECs, because it enables to
show the relation between dimensions of the device (maximum
PTO force and oscillation amplitude), which are related to the cost,
and the amount of energy produced which is related to the revenue
generated by the WEC.
The theoretical development in this paper supports any device
for which a hydrodynamic model can be obtained. The examples
given show one (relative) degree of motion i.e. a single body, or
two-body WEC. While the method can be extended to multiple
(relative) degrees of freedom, the intuitive feel for the geometric
interpretation is likely to be diminished, though absolute confirma-
tion of constraint satisfaction can still be established.
The transformation of the constraints from an infinity-norm
representation to the more amenable 2-norm introduces some
conservatism. However, given the development of sets of condi-
tions guaranteeing both satisfaction and non-satisfaction of the
infinity norm (based on 2-norm calculations), the margin for error
is relatively small, amounting to 716% overall.
Finally, the development in this paper is based on a linear
hydrodynamic WEC model. While it is known that such linear
approximations can suffer a lack of fidelity for large WEC motions
(due to viscous, and other, effects), there is general agreement that
linear hydrodynamic models reasonably approximate device motion
over the power production region of operation (Bjarte-Larsson and
Falnes, 2006; Weller et al., 2013). The interplay between force
constraints, amplitude constraints and optimal power capture in
the power production region is the focus of this paper, while
constraint analysis in survival modes, where device dynamics are
likely to be significantly different due to PTO locking or unloading,
would need a different (and likely nonlinear) approach. Typically,
survival modes are analyzed using computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) models.
Appendix A
The 2-norm ∥f ∥2 of the function f(t) is defined as
∥f∥2 ¼
Z T
0
jf ðtÞj2 dt
 1=2
; ðA:1Þ
while the infinity-norm ∥f ∥∞ is defined as
∥f∥∞ ¼ sup
t∈½0;T
jf ðtÞj: ðA:2Þ
A general property relating the 2-norm and the infinity-norm
of a function f, for which the norm defined by Eq. (A.2) exists, is
Atkinson and Han (2005)
∥f∥2≤
ffiffiffi
T
p
∥f ∥∞: ðA:3Þ
For a zero mean Fourier series with N frequency components the
inequality (Timan, 1994)
∥f N∥∞≤
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2N
T
r
∥f N∥2 ðA:4Þ
provides an upper bound for the infinity-norm as a function of the
2-norm.
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